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AIRCRAFT BUILDING



BUILDING A COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT BY RON ALEXANDER Within the sport aviation world, the term "composite aircraft" is synonymous with sleekness of design and speed. These airplanes, composed largely of fiberglass, are becoming more and more popular. Certainly when we attend a large flyin we see rows and rows of composite aircraft. To many of us these airplanes are somewhat mysterious. How are they built? What does the word "composite" actually mean? Are they safe? How difficult are they to build? Actually, composite aircraft construction is not a new idea. Gliders have been constructed using fiberglass for many years. Throughout aviation history, advances in design have been made. Beginning with wooden structures that were covered with fabric, technology then advanced to welded steel framework and on to aluminum. As each type of construction was introduced, design improvements were made in strength and aircraft performance. Composite construction is yet another advancement for the aircraft industry. Fiberglass construction has been and continues to be used in manufacturing a number of parts found on
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most airplanes. Of course, we now see many airplanes that are constructed almost exclusively out of



design included a more comprehensive type of composite construction using moldless techniques. The term



the building process. Plans for com-



composite material. Composite technology has certainly changed the



moldless will be defined later. The



construction could be obtained on an as needed basis. The amount of time



posite airplanes could be purchased and then materials for each phase of



lar sport aviation.



VariEze was very successful inspiring Rutan to develop the Long-EZ. During the 1980s, several other de-



Amateur built composite airplanes were actually introduced during the 1970s when Ken Rand introduced the KR-1. Burt Rutan also introduced the VariViggen that featured some composite construction, and the VariEze in 1976. This airplane



signs were introduced to sport



needed for completion is a factor in building an airplane from a set of plans. With this in mind, several



aviation enthusiasts as popularity of this type of construction heightened. It was during this period of time that aircraft "kits" were first introduced. Supply companies began offering material kits to builders to simplify



own airplane designs in kit form. The objective was to allow the builder to spend less time actually constructing the airplane. A large number of parts and pieces were



entire aviation industry and in particu-
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companies began introducing their



manufactured by the company and sold to individuals. This concept introduced the pre-fabricated kit



of high stress (outer surfaces) while



reducing the weight in the area of



low stress (inside the wing). I will further expand on the specific types of materials used later in the article. types of construction. To further complicate the issue, From the late 1980s through today we have seen many composite air- you will hear the words moldless craft kits offered to prospective and molded used in composite conairplane builders. This decade struction. To define these words as (1990s) has seen a tremendous they apply to us is relatively simple. growth in the popularity of amateur Moldless construction, as the name built composite airplanes. Higher infers, does not use a mold. This performance airplanes with many technique allows the builder to convarying appearances are being of- struct a part by forming a core fered by a large number of kit material to a desired shape and then manufacturers and also by designers laminating the reinforcement materwho offer plans. This is truly an ex- ial to the shaped piece to make up citing time for our industry. the final part. The core structure, Before beginning our discussion of usually a foam like material, allows composite construction, let's define the builder to employ virtually any the word "composite." The dictionary shape desired. Original designs such defines a composite as "a complex as the VariEze used moldless type material such as wood or fiberglass, construction. Many airplane designs in which two or more distinct, struc- continue to use this type of fabricaturally complementary substances tion. Moldless techniques allow the combine to produce structural or func- builder to produce a safe, superior tional properties not present in any airplane without the requirement of individual component." In simple expensive equipment or extensive terms, a composite structure has more experience. strength than the individual compoIn contrast, molded fabrication nents that make up the structure itself. uses a mold to build the part. A masFor our purposes, the component parts ter mold or "plug" must first be built comprising a composite structure in the same manner as you would consist of a core material, a reinforc- build a moldless part. You then coning material and a resin binder. Each struct a working mold from the of these substances alone has very litmaster and then finally make the actle strength but combined properly tual part from the working mold. they become a composite structure Within our industry, molded comthat is very strong. posite construction is very popular. To further explain the structure, A large majority of kit manufacturthe core material keeps the rein- ers use this type of fabrication. forcement fibers separated so they Molds are made by the kit manufaccan be kept in maximum tensile (tenturer who then fabricates the parts sion or stretching) strength. The from the mold. The manufacturer reinforcement fibers carry the load. then supplies you, the builder, with They must be properly oriented to the parts. As an example, a wing kit achieve their maximum potential. might consist of two wing halves, The resin keeps the fibers in place so built from a mold, along with the they can maintain straightness and necessary ribs. You would then asdeliver their maximum strength. The semble the wing by bonding the ribs resin also binds the fibers to the core. to the wing halves and, of course, Therefore, a composite structure is bond the halves themselves together. really a mixture of critical compo- Compare this with moldless in which nents. When loads are applied to a you actually form the wing, complywing, as an example, the majority of ing with a set of plans, out of a foam the stress occurs at the outer sur- material. You then place several layfaces. To take advantage of this ers of fiberglass on the foam using principle, a sandwich panel is de- resin to bind the two. The end result signed with two working skins on would be very similar. One type of the outside that are separated by a construction (moldless) has a core lightweight core. This type of design material you have shaped that is concentrates the strength in the area solid whereas molded usually has
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thin cores that are sandwiched between skins and you actually assemble



the supplied parts. Building a molded type composite kit is very similar to assembling a plastic model airplane. The building of most amateur built composite airplanes will require use of both types of construction.



To summarize our general discus-



sion, composite structures that combine the best qualities of diverse materials have opened a new world to the airplane builder. Modern composite construction offers several advantages over conventional techniques. While safety tolerances for metal structures are often designed at 1.5 to 1, lightweight reinforced composites allow "overdesign" by factors of several times, increasing both safety and performance. These designs also achieve Composite workshops attendees better aerodynamics by eliminating joints and rivets in addition to reducing problems of corrosion. Composite too much time planning. A large part is noted by increasing the thickness design allows an easy way to achieve a of the planning process is technical four times. Observe even in this case low drag airfoil. Composite airplanes knowledge. Composite construction, the weight only increases by 6%. are usually faster for a given horse- like all types of construction, requires Lightweight core materials inpower than their counterparts because a certain amount of basic knowledge. clude wood, foam and honeycomb. of airfoil shape and smoothness. One EAA and SportAir offers a 2-day Wood has obviously been around for common misconception that docs exist workshop explaining the techniques a long time. It serves as a good core is that composite airplanes always of composite construction with time material for many composite deweigh less than metal airplanes. This spent actually building airfoil sections signs. It is stiff, strong and has high is often not the case. Fiberglass is utilizing this method of construction. shear properties. However, its variaheavy. If we were to construct an air- More information on these workshops tions in density and physical plane wing out of solid fiberglass we is presented at the end of the article. properties along with the difficulty would have a very heavy airplane. ReIn our discussion on decision and in fabricating limits its application. member though, instead of doing this planning we will look at the types of Foam is usually the choice of mawe insert a piece of core material be- materials used, tools required and terial for the custom aircraft builder. Foams are easy to shape and reasontween layers of fiberglass to reduce the workshop requirements. able in cost. Three types of foam are weight. Kit airplanes use ribs and more generally used within our industry. contemporary types of construction to Materials Used in Polystyrene foam is the first. It is achieve the high strength with a lower Composite Construction blue in color and is supplied in large weight. , ; •-. t v. billets. Polystyrene foam is often Core Materials used to construct boat docks. This J STEPS IN BUILDING A A word of caution. The specificatype of foam can be easily shaped !i COMPOSITE AIRPLANE using a "hot-wire" technique detions for the materials to be used for i 1 scribed later in this article. your airplane should be stated within Building a composite airplane enyour plans or provided with your kit. Polystyrene foam is the type used in tails five stages of construction. It is important that you conform to several popular composite airplanes These five stages are (1) decision in the wings and control surfaces. It the plans of the designer. and planning, (2) basic building and does have the disadvantage of being Choosing the proper core material assembly, (3) systems installation, softened by exposure to gasoline and is critical to the overall composite's (4) filling and finishing, and (5) inseveral other solvents. This type of performance. Note the illustration in spection, certification, and final foam cannot be used with polyester Figure 1. The first item is one piece of preflight. material with its respective weight or vinyl ester resins, both of which and strength being shown as 1.0. will be discussed later. i Decision and Planning Polyurethane foam is basically a When we insert a core material douAs we have previously discussed, bling the thickness of the composite low-density insulating type foam also this phase of construction is critical to notice that the strength increases to used for the construction of surf our successful completion of an ama- 3.5, the stiffness to 7.0 but the weight boards. Polyurethane foams are often teur built airplane. You cannot spend only increases by 3%. Further strength used within a fuselage structure or for 94 OCTOBER 1997



parts requiring detailed shaping. This



type of foam is impervious to most solvents. Its color is usually tan or green. Polyurethane foam has certain hazards. It emits a poisonous gas when burned. DO NOT USE A HOT



WIRE DEVICE TO CUT POLYURETHANE FOAMS. You also do



not want to burn any scraps of this type foam. Carving and cutting should be accomplished using a knife, saw or other cutting tools.



Polyvinyl chloride foams (PVC) are based on the same chemistry used in common PVC water pipe material. Divinycell™ and Klegecell™ are trade names for this type of foam. Both of these are suited for structural cores. This material is re-



sistant to most solvents and it can withstand a high temperature. The last type of core material is honeycomb. This material has an appearance much as the honeycomb found in a bee hive. The sheet material used to form honeycomb can be woven fabric, metal or paper. Honey-



comb cores are used very extensively



in the aerospace industry. Varying thicknesses are available along with a wide variety of materials. Honeycomb is usually supplied in four feet by eight feet sheets. Honeycomb materials offer exceptional strength to weight ratios but reliable bonding to outer skins is more difficult to



achieve.



Reinforcement Materials



Many types of reinforcement materials are available for aircraft use. Three types are used most often to build custom aircraft. These are fiberglass, carbon fiber and Kevlar®. Glass fiber or fiberglass is the most widely used reinforcing material. Fiberglass is manufactured with varying physical characteristics and cost. One of the most widely used is termed E-glass. This type of glass fiber has the best physical characteristics at the lowest price. One other type with limited use in our area is S-glass that is about 30% stronger than E-glass but the cost is often 2-3



times higher. Fiberglass is also offered in various weaves. The terms unidirectional and bidirectional are used. Unidirectional simply means all of the glass fibers are running in one direction lengthwise. They are held together with threads running



parallel to the glass fibers. Bidirectional fabric means the same number of fibers go across the material as found lengthwise. The type of weave is then defined. Several weaves are available such as plain, basket, satin, twill, etc. Fiberglass also is available in varying weights from less than one ounce per square yard to over 10 ounces per square yard.



Carbon fiber or graphite is a very strong reinforcement material. It is used on sail boat masts, golf clubs, etc. Carbon fibers combine low weight, high strength and high stiffness. In the custom aircraft area, carbon is used in critical areas such



as spars, etc. Working with carbon fiber is somewhat difficult and when it fails it will snap like a carrot. Of course, the failure point where this
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occurs is extremely high. Kevlar® is a product of the DuPont Corporation. It is a very tough material with a high strength and is used in making bulletproof vests. Kevlar® is very effective in applications requiring resistance to abrasion and puncture. However, its use in primary structures is often limited by the relatively low compression strength and difficulty in handling. Resin Matrix



The resin component in a composite serves to maintain fiber orientation, transfer loads and to protect the structure against the environment. While a composite's stiffness, flexibility and tensile strength are more affected by the reinforcement material, its heat resistance, shear and compressive strength are more dependent on the resin system. Three types of resin systems are available: polyesters, vinyl esters and epoxies. All three require the user to mix a specific amount of hardener with a base chemical. The chemicals involved are shipped separately and combined only when the builder is ready to use the resin. Polyesters are most widely used for industrial applications and within the boat industry. They are cheap and set up fast. A typical polyester is Bondo. Polyesters are easy to mix with the amount of hardener added only affecting the time needed to develop full strength. Polyesters are not suitable for applications requiring high strength. They also will shrink over a period of time. You may have noticed an automobile fender repair where the paint cracked over a period of time. Chances are Bondo was used as a filler, and since it is a polyester, it cracked under the paint. In a few words, polyesters are the least capable resin for structural aircraft use. Vinyl esters are used extensively throughout our industry. Vinyl esters are a crossbreed between polyesters and epoxies. They are much more capable than polyesters in strength and bonding. Vinyl esters are low in viscosity making them easy to use. The cure time can also be easily affected by adding more hardener thus speeding up the cure time. Despite the cure time, hardened vinyl ester usually exhibits consistent properties of strength and flexibility. Vinyl esters are not 96 OCTOBER 1997



Sanding and shaping tools



Filler Material



subject to moisture problems during application and are also lower in price than epoxies. One of the disadvantages found in using vinyl esters is in the mixing of the chemicals. Vinyl ester resin is usually "awakened" from its dormant state with cobalt napthenate (CONAP) prior to use. Just before using the system dimethyl aniline (DMA) is added as an accelerator that determines how quickly the mix will cure and, in addition, methyl ethyl keytone peroxide (MEKP) is added as the hardener that actually starts the curing process. Mixing of these chemicals can be somewhat complicated in addition to being hazardous. MEKP mixed directly with DMA or CONAP, apart from the base resin, can be explosive. Overall, vinyl



esters provide an easy to use, inexpensive resin system. Proper care certainly must be taken during the mixing process. Epoxies have come to dominate the aerospace industry and are the basic resins used in most amateur built aircraft. Epoxies differ from polyesters and vinyl esters in that they harden through a process termed "crosslinking." Epoxies are essentially long chains of molecules that intertwine when hardened to form a strong matrix of crosslinked chains. This provides an inner structural strength to the resin. When combined with the proper reinforcement material, composite structures using epoxies are unmatched in strength and lightness. Epoxies are packaged in two parts: a resin and a



hardener. Unlike polyesters and vinyl esters, the resin to hardener mixture must be strictly followed. Adding more hardener will not accelerate the cure time, in fact, it may seriously impede the drying and strength of the cured resin. Epoxies are offered with different characteristics including strength, curing time, etc. Care must be taken to follow the manufacturer's recommendation regarding the type to use. Most epoxy cures at room temperature. Once this is complete additional strength is obtainable by raising the temperature of the epoxy through a process called "post curing." Usually this involves raising the temperature above 140 degrees Fahrenheit for a period of time. If this has not been properly accomplished the heat from a ramp on a hot day can "post cure" the epoxy on an airplane. Working time with epoxies can be much longer than polyester and vinyl ester because you can use specific hardeners that have custom working times, some as short as four minutes, others over 24 hours at 70°. This makes removing excess resin that may accumulate much less of a problem. Proper skin protection is a must with epoxies due to skin dermatitis which can be caused by the chemicals.



Tools Required For Composite Construction The tools needed to build a composite airplane are inexpensive and readily available. The most expensive tool required will be the scales or mixing pump necessary to measure the resin material. A set of postal scales can be purchased for about $70-$80. This is a very efficient and precise method of measuring epoxies. Special shears to cut fiberglass and other reinforcement materials is necessary. Some people like to have a Dremel tool to do shaping and cutting. A hot wire device can be constructed with little cost. Other cutting and sanding tools can be purchased at your option. A list of tools needed for most composite projects includes: • Scales or mixing pump • Fabric shears • Band saw (optional) • Utility knife • Rotary pizza cutter • Rubber squeegees • Grooved laminate rollers



• Disposable paint brushes • Sanding blocks • Portable electric sander (optional) • Belt sander (optional) • Charcoal filtered respirator In addition, you will need mixing cups, tongue depressors for stirring and a large supply of latex gloves.



Workshop Requirements Like most airplane building projects, if you have a space the size of a two-car garage, you can begin. Ideally you should have a room to do your actual "layup work" and another area or room in which to sand. You do not want the sanding particles to float around your fresh resin on your layers of fiberglass. Good ventilation is necessary along with a way to somewhat control the temperature. Resins do not like cold temperatures. Remember, you will need a workbench in addition to a work table. The work table should be large enough to cut your fiberglass and to assemble component parts. A



table three feet wide by up to 15-20 feet long is sometimes recommended. Remember to lay out your tools and your shop very neatly. This will save you a tremendous amount of time during the building process. Building a composite airplane can be a very rewarding experience. The basics of composites have been presented in this article. Next month I will expand on the actual building techniques used with this type of construction. I will discuss safety issues, cutting and shaping foam, mixing resins, applying layers of fiberglass cloth, post curing, vacuum bagging, bonding and many other composite building procedures. For additional information on the EAA/SportAir workshops, including type of workshops available dates and locations call 1-800/967-5746 or visit the website www.sportair.com November 1-2 November 22-23 December 6-7
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AIRCRAFT BUILDING



COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION Partll BY RON ALEXANDER



L



ast month I began a series of articles introducing composite construction. As a review, I discussed the history of composite aircraft within the sport aviation field, defined the term "composite," and listed the stages of building a composite airplane. The stages of construction arc (1) decision and planning, (2) basicbuilding and assembly, (3) systems installation, (4) filling and finishing, and (5) inspection, certification, and final pre-flight. Our discussion this month will begin with the basic building and assembly phase. Basic building starts with safety. Safety considerations are of the utmost importance as you begin the actual construction of your composite airplane. Working with composites can be hazardous if proper precautions are not taken.
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Template for hot wiring.



SAFETY ISSUES All resins, hardeners, catalysts, solvents . . . in short, all chemicals used in composite construction should be considered hazardous. Some of these are more hazardous than others but all pose a potential health problem. Absorption of these chemicals through the skin is a major hazard. Epoxies can be absorbed through skin contact and the effects are cumulative with extended use. You may use a certain epoxy for years with no adverse skin reaction and then you suddenly become sensitized and develop a painful rash or other problem. A wide variance of opinion exists among professionals concerning the best way to protect your skin (hands in particular). It is impossible to make an emphatic statement concerning how to protect your hands. It's impossible because there are individual physiological differences. The bottom line is some people 96 NOVEMBER 1997



Hot wire device and polystyrene foam.



are much more sensitive than others. If you are just beginning to work with resins and your chance of contacting the chemicals is minimal, you can use Invisible Gloves, a skin barrier cream. The key to using Invisible Gloves is to recoat at least every hour. Barrier creams provide adequate protection when you have limited exposure. Latex gloves also offer protection and are widely used. Some people will use both Invisible Gloves followed by la-



tex gloves. Sweating of the hands often contributes to an allergic reaction. To preclude this many people will use cotton glove liners followed by vinyl or butyl gloves. Overall, butyl gloves offer the best possible protection but they are expensive. You will need to decide which method works best for you. Avoid skin contact with epoxies. There are no safe epoxies. Wear long sleeve shirts to protect your arms. Never wash your hands with



solvents after you have been working with resins. Use only soap and water. A good cleaner for composite tools is ordinary apple cider vinegar. Denatured alcohol also works well. There is really no reason to use solvents with composite construction. Do not breathe the vapors emitted when using resins. Ensure that you are in a very well ventilated area and use a charcoal filtered respirator as an added precaution. An additional hazard involved with using resins is the exothermic reaction that results from the curing process. A rapid increase in temperature results when the curing process of the resin system begins. Mixing large quantities of resins should be avoided. Often a large quantity of resins will exotherm to the point that the heat can potentially reach a temperature that will ignite a fire. To avoid this problem mix small quantities, no more than one quart. Vinyl ester resins pose another type of problem. Skin sensitivity is often not as pronounced as with epoxies. However, vinyl esters must be catalyzed using M E K P (methyl ethyl ketone peroxide). This chemical is very hazardous if it contacts your eye. Be sure to wear eye protection if you are using a vinyl ester. Additional problems can be encountered if you are promoting vinyl esters. Usually a vinyl ester has been promoted when you receive it. As I discussed last month, cutting the core materials can pose a safety problem. The only core material that



we cut using a hot-wire device is polystyrene. All other foams emit a poisonous gas when burning. They must be cut using a saw or knife. Remember, do not burn the excess scraps of urethane foam. The gas emitted is cyanide. When cutting using a saw be sure to wear a dust mask to prevent breathing of the particles. Sanding of reinforcement materials will release small airborne fibers into the air. To protect your lungs from these particles you should wear a dust mask or a respirator. Also, protect your skin from these small particles of glass. Mixing microballoons (small glass spheres) emits the spheres into the air. Do not breathe these glass spheres. Milled glass, Cab-O-Sil, and cotton flox also present the same problem. Do not breathe these particles or allow them onto your skin. Eye protection should also be used to prevent the particles from reaching your eyes. Composite construction does have certain hazards. However, with every type of construction we are confronted with different types of safety problems. Proper knowledge and adequate preparation will protect you from the risks involved in building a composite aircraft.



BASIC BUILDING TECHNIQUES A brief outline of each step involved in composite construction follows. This discussion is introductory in nature providing an overview. The actual
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steps involved require a more detailed analysis than space permits.



template has numbers on one side. These numbers are used to ensure uniform cutting by the two people necessary to hot wire the foam. One Cutting Foam Cores person calls the number where the acIf you are building an airplane from tual wire is located and the other a set of plans you will be cutting the ensures that the hot wire on their side is foam cores into the shape of an airfoil. on the corresponding number. Our hot Many kit airplanes come with premade wire device is nothing more than an inparts precluding the necessity of learn- conel wire mounted between two posts ing how to shape a section of the with a source of electricity providing airplane. Assuming you will need to current through the wire. The wire becut the foam core, I will briefly outline comes hot and actually melts its way through the foam forming a very the procedure. You will need a large work table on smooth, even surface. Hot wire devices which to lay your foam pieces for shap- can be up to about 60" wide. Anything ing. If we are using polystyrene foam longer than that is difficult to handle. As you may ascertain, several we will make a template the shape of our airfoil from our plans using ma- pieces of foam will need to be cut and sonite or aluminum as a backing. shaped then glued together to form a Duplex nails are used to secure the tem- complete airfoil such as a wing. Final plate to the foam. Notice that the shaping of the piece is usually done by sanding. Once each piece has been properly shaped, all pieces are then glued together using a resin mixture. This completes the airfoil section. Usually additional shaping is necessary after the parts are glued. The entire foam structure is then prepared to accept the reinforcement material. Polystyrene foam has large cells that must be filled. If these cells are not filled the resin matrix will be absorbed into the foam through these cells. This will result in excess resin being used which Postal scale to weigh resins for mixing.
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adds to the overall weight. In addition, a poor bond with the reinforcement material may result due to voids that may be present. These cells are filled using a filler material. This can be a mixture of resin and microballoons mixed to the consistency of a thick gravy. Another filler often used for this process is SuperFil that is a lightweight, premixed material manufactured by Poly-fiber. A thin layer of the filler is then placed on the core material using a rubber squeegee. Urethane and PVC foams usually require a different viscosity of microslurry because their cells are very small.



Application of Reinforcement Material Recalling our composite structure, we have basically three materials. One is the core (usually foam), the second is the reinforcement material (usually fiberglass), and the third is the resin matrix (usually epoxy) which binds the materials. The three together form a very strong part. After the foam has been properly sealed, we now are ready to "lay-up" the layers of reinforcement material. The type of material and the number of layers are determined by the aircraft designer. Be sure to follow the manufacturer or designer's plans. The fiberglass is usually placed on the foam in layers with the strength required determining the number of layers. The work area should be clean with the ideal temperature being 70° to 80°F. Cut your pieces of fiberglass using shears designed for cutting this type of material. Keep the pieces clean. As a goal to minimize the overall weight of the airplane, the weight of the resin should equal or be slightly less than the weight of the fiberglass you are laying up. If you strive for 50-50 weight distributed between the resin and the glass you will usually achieve your objective. It is essential that you wet out the fabric thoroughly while being careful not to use too much resin. Excess resin is wasted and simply adds additional weight. So, weigh the fiberglass or material you are bonding and mix that amount of resin material. The most accurate way to mix resins is with a simple postal scale. These scales are fairly inexpensive and they provide both ounces and grams as units of mea-



primers, and (4) it reduces the amount of resin used on the structure. CONNECTOR VALVE



BAGGING FILM



Vacuum Bagging



SEALING TAPE



BLEEDER PLY PART BEING "BAGGED"



PERFORATED RELEASE SHEET PEEL PLY FABRIC



surement. Prepare yourself for mixing resins by protecting your skin. Using a measuring cup weigh the proper amounts of resin and hardener as noted on the container. Mix the two together by stirring with a mixing stick for a period of at least two minutes to ensure adequate blending. At a temperature of 70° you will usually have a working time of about 45 minutes, depending on the resin system used. Place the fiberglass on the foam surface orienting the fibers according to the design and then pour a small amount of resin on the fiberglass. Use the rubber squeegee to spread the resin onto the glass. Brushes and grooved laminate rollers are often used in the laminate process Be sure to cover the glass uniformly with the resin mixture. Clean up your tools using apple cider vinegar. Points to remember — proper mixing of the resin is essential to ensure adequate bonding strength, mix small amounts to avoid the exotherm problem, thoroughly wet the fabric without using excess resin, and don't forget to protect your skin.



FIGURE 1



ing, which will result in greater adhesion of subsequent layers of material. The use of peel ply on laminates (layers) of material has the following advantages: (1) peel ply causes the fibers to lay flat, (2) it reduces the amount of sanding necessary, (3) peel ply increases the adhesion in subsequent bonding and the adhesion of



nate (layer of glass), peel ply, bleeder



Spin on Oil Filters are far more effective than screens. Our competitors would like you to believe their expensive oil screens are an effective method to filter your aircraft engine oil. Here's the real truth: FACT: Oil Screens have zero dirt holding ability. FACT: Only a Spin-on Oil Filter removes 100% of damaging wear particles. FACT: Claims of 3 micron filtration by anyone is pure nonsense.



And we can prove i t . . . The world renowned Fluid Power Institute tested all aircraft oil screens and filters according to ISO 4572 International Filter Standards. Contact us today for a free copy of the test results. Let the facts stand for themselves. See why AIRWOLF FILTER CORP is rated #1 in remote mount oil filters.



STC'd Filter Kits



for ALL Lycoming. Continental, and Franklin powered airplanes and helicopters.



Use of Peel Ply Peel ply is a nylon or polyester fabric (similar to the fabric used on airplanes) which is used after a layup has been completed to remove excess resin and to ensure an adequate bond between layers of glass. This material is placed on the resin before it has cured. It is squeegeed into place actually wicking up resin from underneath the peel ply itself. The resin is then allowed to cure and then the peel ply is removed from the laminate. The result is a very smooth surface, derived without sand-



The term is familiar to many builders but often not understood. Vacuum bagging, very simply, is a more sophisticated method used to remove excess resin and to improve laminate quality. Vacuum bagging is a process using a vacuum pump to "draw" a vacuum on several parts of a laminate. This draws the parts very tightly together forcing out all voids and excess resin. The process also serves to hold reinforcements, resins, and core materials in close conformity to complex shapes. Without a doubt, vacuum bagging increases the time and materials cost of a laminate. However, it offers significant advantages when optimum strength to weight is essential. While specific materials may vary depending on the particular application, the basic components of a vacuum bag assembly include lami-



Typical



Lycoming installation 0-235 thru 10-720



hoses purchased separately



Typical Continental installation 0-470/IO-520 shown



A-50 thru 10-550 available



•Full Flow • Reduces Oil Temp • Makes oil changes a SNAP Most kits weigh less than 5 pounds



Finally - An easy to use low cost oil filter cutter Introducing The Airwolf AFC-470 Oil Filter Cutter •Anodized 6061-T6



Aluminum



•Stainless Steel Rollers



•Hardened 60 Rockwell Cutting Wheel •Satisfaction Guaranteed



Special Introductory
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AIRWOLF FILTER CORP • 15369 Madison Road • Middlefield, Ohio 44062 1-800-326-1534 • 216-632-5136 • 216-632-1685 fax For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Gird
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Basic lay-up.



Clean up items.



ply, bagging film, sealant, connector and vacuum pump (see Figure 1). As noted, peel ply is also used with this application. The vacuum pump is attached through the connector valve into the bagging film. The bagging film contains the vacuum and applies pressure to the laminate. It must be able to stretch and conform without rupturing. Bleeder ply absorbs the excess resin and communicates the vacuum evenly over the entire surface. A perforated release sheet allows excess resin to transfer from the part being bagged to the bleeder ply. Peel ply separates the cured laminate from the bag assembly allowing removal after curing. The removal of the peel ply is usually not done until the surface is ready for painting or secondary bonding. Keeping it in place will protect the laminate surface from dirt and oil. A tremendous amount of pressure can be applied using this process. As an example, a vacuum of 100 NOVEMBER 1997



15 inches of mercury will produce a force exceeding 1000 pounds per square inch. As you can see, this is a very efficient means of removing excess resin and eliminating voids.



Post Curing Post curing is a process used to obtain maximum strength from a resin. To understand post curing it is necessary to define the term Glass Transition Temperature or Tg. The transition temperature of a resin from a hard glassy state to a soft rubbery state is called its Tg. At the Tg the tensile strength, chemical resistance, and hardness are significantly reduced while the flexibility is increased. Post curing is performed by raising the temperature of the laminate above standard room cure temperature. Most resin systems will not reach their full strength unless they are cured at a temperature considerably



above room temperature. Usually this temperature is about 40°F below the Tg specified for the resin. The post cure temperature should never surpass any maximum temperature of another material in the laminate such as the foam. Without post curing the Tg will only be approximately 40°F above the temperature at which the resin was cured. On a hot day the temperature of a structure can exceed the Tg which could cause the entire matrix to soften. This softening can result in the matrix of the heated portion being softened and pulling away. The once smooth surface now exposes the weave of the fabric. Structural integrity can also be affected by high temperatures in structures that have not been post cured. With this in mind, it is important that you follow a post curing procedure. You can do this yourself by introducing the proper amount of heat into a fireproof tent-like structure containing your part or the entire airplane. Introduce the heat gradually to the temperature specified by the resin manufacturer. Usually this will be between 140° to 180° F. Again, care must be taken to not exceed the breakdown temperature of other components such as the foam. The above discussion will provide you with a basic understanding of composite construction. Most composite kit aircraft do not require shaping the airfoil section from foam. Instead, you are provided sections of the airplane that have to be bonded together. Next month I will conclude the discussion of composite construction by presenting information concerning bonding techniques and finishing composite surfaces. Hopefully, at the conclusion of these articles you will have a basic understanding of composite airplanes and how they are assembled. At that point you will be prepared to decide which airplane you want to build. The author may be reached at [email protected]. Diagram furnished



by Richard Kunc.



The schedule for EAA/SportAir workshops is as follows: November 1-2 Chino, CA November 22-23 Atlanta, GA December 6-7 Griffin, GA For information on available workshops, prices, curriculum, etc., call 1-800/967-5746 or visit web site www.sportair.com +
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COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION Conclusion BY RON ALEXANDER This article concludes the series on composite construction. The two previous articles defined the word "composite," discussed safety issues, listed the stages of building a composite airplane, and presented the basic composite construction techniques. Again, the five stages of composite construction are: (1) decision and planning, (2) basic building and assembly, (3) systems installation, (4) filling and finishing, (5) inspection, certification, and final pre-flight. Last month's article concluded with a presentation of most of the building and assembly steps. In this issue I will complete the discussion of building steps and then review the steps of systems installation and finishing. The inspection, certification, and final preflight procedures were discussed in the June issue of Sport Aviation. The majority of plans-built aircraft require the builder to completely form the entire structure using the hot-wire and foam cutting techniques previously presented. Some of the kit aircraft also use this building procedure for certain portions of their design. Usually, however, a kit aircraft will only demand a small amount of shaping and forming. Composite kit airplanes are often sold with pre-molded parts that need only to be assembled — not unlike a model air-



parts pre-molded and supplied to the



plane. This, of course, reduces the



builder vary from one kit to another.



amount of construction time considerably. The kit manufacturer assumes the responsibility for a properly shaped wing or fuselage. Molds are constructed by the manufacturer and the parts of the airplane actually built within the molds. You then receive the various components and bond (glue) them together to assemble the airplane. This also allows the kit manufacturer to ensure the quality of construction, i.e., the proper mixing of resins, orientation of fiberglass, etc. The number of



Often, a kit manufacturer will design an airplane to use a combination of both pre-molded parts and moldless (the builder forms the piece) construction. So, instead of having a foam core wing, as an example, a kit manufacturer will supply us with a hollow wing. With this type of construction the strength of the wing is found in some type of spar system similar to a wood or metal wing. A wood or metal wing uses a spar and wing rib combination to support the aluminum skin.
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Sanding prior to bonding.



The number and spacing of ribs, the size of spars, etc., determine the strength of the wing. The same applies to composite construction. The advantage of a pre-molded composite wing is found in the sandwich type construction that is used. Recall the term "sandwich construction" that means we are using a foam core, reinforcement material and resin together to form our structure. A pre-molded wing will use the sandwich type construction on the wing skin only. Obviously, the wing skin will only utilize a thin layer of foam or core material instead



method. Several important points must be considered in bonding. We must know how much strength is needed in the joint, the bonding area required, what type of material must be used to provide the adhesion, and the procedure used to apply the bonding material. Preparing the surfaces that are to be bonded together is also crucial. The first method of bonding used in amateur-built aircraft involves a four step process. The first step is to cut and trim the component parts to get the proper shape and fit. The second step is to position the two pieces together. This can be accomplished by using temporary jigs or by temporarily gluing them together with a non-structural adhesive. Third, we must fill any gaps that may exist as a result of butting two pieces together. The final step consists of actually creating the strucBonding tural joint using wet (resin laden) strips Bonding is not a new process in air- of reinforcement material (usually craft building. In fact, bonding has been fiberglass) bonded over the area conused in aircraft construction since the necting the two components together very beginning. The technique of glu- (see Figure 1). The example in Figure ing wood structures together has been 1 represents a typical fuselage with used for years. Many of the same glu- two pre-molded halves being bonded ing elements found in wood are also together by the builder. If we are bondfound in composites. The term bonding, ing together two pieces that are as applied to composites, is used to de- perpendicular to each other as in Figscribe a common method for joining ure 2, then we must create a fillet once composite structures. Bonding is the again using wet lay-ups of reinforceprocess in which previously manufac- ment material. An example of this type tured component parts are attached of construction would be in mating a together during assembly of the air- wing rib to the wing skin. plane. Bonding composites can also be The strength of a joint that is joined compared to welding metal. It is de- by a fillet is derived from the reinsigned to be a permanent joining forcement material and not the fillet



of the entire wing being constructed in the sandwich manner. The pre-molded wing is curved which also provides strength and the wing is held together with ribs just like conventional construction. Spars constructed from composite materials and ribs are then used in a similar manner to a conventional airplane. These spars and ribs are often supplied by the manufacturer. This type of construction allows the wing to be assembled using a minimum amount of ribs versus a metal airplane that may require considerably more ribs to acquire the same strength. With this type of composite construction all of these parts must be properly glued (bonded) together. It is essential that the bonding be completed properly.



itself. The fillet is only needed to prevent the reinforcement fibers from making a direct 90° bend without any radius. Composite materials must have a bending radius just like sheet metal. The number of strips of reinforcement material laid down over the fillet determines the strength of the bond. The second method of composite bonding is termed "adhesive bonding." Adhesive bonding involves assembling component parts together using a structural adhesive. Structural adhesives range from pre-formulated, two part m i x t u r e s that are in paste form to structural laminating resins that are mixed with flocked cotton or miller fiber to provide the necessary strength. The first method of bonding discussed used laminating resins and reinforcement material to create a bonding overlap. Adhesive bonding requires a bonding area to be formed into the part when it is molded. This is usually accomplished by lowering one side of a part and raising a side of the second part. This allows the two pieces that will be bonded to slide over each other providing a precise fit. The joint that is formed when the pieces are joined in this manner is referred to as a "joggle" (see Figure 3). With this type of overlap the builder is only required to lay down the struct u r a l adhesive and apply some clamping pressure. Figure 4 shows adhesively bonded joints similar to the wet lay-up joints in Figure 1. Some kit manufacturers prefer to combine both bonding methods to



Figure 4



Figure 2 ^Adhesive-



J
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achieve the greatest possible strength. The key to achieving strength in any joint is to properly prepare the surfaces that will be joined. The laminating resin or structural adhesive must bond well to the surfaces. The surfaces should be cleaned properly and sanded. The main alternative to bonding is mechanical fastening using rivets, screws, bolts, etc. Metal aircraft typically use mechanical fasteners exclusively. Composite aircraft use mechanical fasteners in areas where parts will be disassembled for maintenance or inspection. These areas include cowlings, fairings, inspection openings, etc. Bonding composite pieces together has an added benefit over mechanical fastening in that a bond is created along the entire surface of the joined parts instead of only where fasteners are installed. A bonded joint will be as strong as or often stronger than a mechanically fastened joint as long as the bonding is properly done. As a review, to accomplish a proper bond the surfaces must be properly prepared, an adequate bonding area presented, and the appropriate adhesive material applied.



Cleaning prior to bonding.



SYSTEMS INSTALLATION Installing the various systems in a composite airplane will consume approximately 1/3 of the building time. Typically, the time required to build a composite airplane will consume approximately 1/3 of the building time. Typically, the time required to build a
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composite airplane will consist of 1/3 spent in basic building, 1/3 in systems installation, and 1/3 in finishing. The systems installation varies considerably depending upon the actual airplane you are building and how much has been completed by the manufacturer. Installation of systems is composed of control surface tubes or



cables, engine installation, engine and propeller controls, instruments, seat belts, landing gear and brakes, etc. As you build and assemble the airplane you will install the various systems. Your plans will specify when to install or fabricate each system. System installation is an ongoing process. The builder can also legally h i r e someone else to assist with certain systems installation. An example of this would be in engine installation or installing avionics. Advisory Circular 20-139 explains in detail what you as the builder are allowed to contract out commercially without jeopardizing the major portion rule.



FILLING AND FINISHING As previously mentioned, finishing a composite airplane consumes fully 1/3 of the total building time. Obviously, t h i s stage of construction is very important to the builder because it determines the final look of the airplane. Two choices are available regarding when to finish a composite airplane. You can fill and finish component parts prior to assembly. This requires even more time because you are assembling the airplane then disassembling it to complete the finishing process. Then the completed parts are joined together. Most people prefer to finish the airplane after it has been assembled. In both cases the final painting is usually accomplished after the airplane has been test flown. Why is finishing necessary? A completed composite part will exhibit a rough look. The weave of the reinforcement material w i l l be very apparent. Filling is usually required as the first step to a smooth finish. We have all seen the extremely smooth surfaces found on composite aircraft. That finish is the result of a lot of hard work. There are many rough imperfections that exist before the filling and finish process. It is also interesting that most composite aircraft are painted white or a light color. This is necessary because of the heat build-up when the airplane is in the sun that creates a high skin temperature. This is detrimental for two reasons: (1) it causes epoxy to shrink more than normal, and (2) it will overheat and damage foam cores. In 90° ambient temperatures white paint has a skin temperature of 140°F and black painted skin can reach



Secondly, polyester surface primers have been used on a number of airplanes. Same problem! Most paint cracking is caused by heavy application of these primers that w i l l result in shrinkage over the years. When it shrinks it takes the topcoat with it, even high-dollar polyurcthane paints. There arc a number of airplanes being repainted today because too much polyester primer was used. Thirdly, thick coats of high build automotive polyurethane w i l l also crack. Most two-part polyurethane will flex very well as topcoat paints but t h i c k coats of the product w i l l then quit. The quest for the perfect finish should be done with sandpaper, not the spray g u n . Professional painters realize that surface preparation is 90% of the job. Lastly, epoxies must be protected from UV radiation. Epoxy resins are subject to deterioration when exposed to sunlight. One resin manufacturer cautions that their highest grade epoxy can totally break down in 15 months if not protected from the sun. This is



210°F. You have two choices — either fly only at night or paint the airplane white or a light color. Filling and finishing does a lot more than simply creating an award w i n n i n g look. Composite aircraft have about a twenty-year track record which can be examined. There have been a lot of composite airplanes built since the KR series and the Kutan revolution that began in the 1970s. Here are some observations regarding finishing that have surfaced as a result of this history. First of all, many builders have used too much filler on their airplanes. Too much filler of any sort is bad news in high flex areas or on leading edges. Fillers are to be used for filling and not for building. Several of these fillers have been made from polyester resins. In previous articles I have stated that polyester should not be used for aircraft application. The reason — it cracks and peels off in sheets. That is beginning to occur in several composite airplanes that have been flying for a number of years.



BREAK THE With the PMA6000M-S _ .^ ...the World's First Stereo Audio Panel. rf



PS Engineering, the leading manufacturer of aircraft intercom systems, proudly presents the new PMA6000-S Audio Selector Panel. The PMA6000-S series adds high fidelity stereo music to the already highly acclaimed PMA6000. The six place intercom is based upon the world's



most installed panel mount stereo intercom, the PM2000.*
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Adhesive bonding.



true of all epoxies. The symptom is chalkiness followed by delamination. The best way to protect epoxy is to use a primer that will block sunlight. When paint manufacturers state that their products have 100% UV protection, they are talking about the paint or primer that is being protected from UV radiation and not the substrate they are covering. Primers that totally block the sunlight are simple insurance policies. Aircraft composite filling and finishing has taken most of its technology from the automotive industry. The reason for this is because automotive technology has been available and people are familiar with it. The problem is airplanes flex more than cars. Again, this can result in a cracking problem if the wrong type of filler or primer is used. Automotive products are usually polyester or lacquer. Polyester has been discussed. Lacquer products are also subject to the same cracking problem. We have all seen lacquered furniture that is crazed.



reinforcing material (usually fiberglass) used in the lay-up. The rougher the fabric the more filling required. Molded kit airplane parts are usually fairly smooth when they come out of the mold. These parts require little or no weave filling but where these parts are joined (bonded) together there are troughs and crevices. Rough filling in these areas is inescapable. The classic method of filling rough areas or weave patterns is to use a homemade "micro or slurry," a mix of epoxy with microballoons. Remember, microballoons are small bubbles or miniature balls made of glass or plastic. The idea behind this is to offset the epoxy resin with a lighter material. You add microballoons to epoxy until you get a consistency like peanut butter. You then trowel or squeegee the mixture into the area you want to fill. Many people have used Bondo in place of micro. Recall our earlier discussion considering polyesters.



5



mixture. I do not recommend the use of Bondo on an airplane unless you want to repaint it after a few years. Another product that is now available is called SuperFil. This commercially formulated product is a pre-mixed epoxy filler. It eliminates the guess work necessary in mixing



Finishing Steps



Step One — Filling Composite structures usually have two major areas that need rough filling: depressions caused by seams or joints and the weave pattern of the 94 DECEMBER 1997



Bondo is a polyester and will shrink with time. It is also heavier than our



your own micro. It is made in a highshear mixer that allows more filler to be used. When mixing your own micro, if you add too little filler the mixture is difficult to sand and if it has too much filler it will become weaker in shear. Many builders are now using SuperFil instead of mixing their own slurry. Of course, weight is important when we are filling. Our own mixture of micro can weigh as little as 6 pounds per gallon compared to Bondo that weighs about 12 pounds per gallon. SuperFil weighs in at 3-1/2 pounds per gallon. The bottom line with fillers is use only an epoxy filler or a polyurethane filler such as PPG's Rage. The filler is mixed by weight and then spread onto the area to be filled. You must be careful not to put too much filler on the surface. Too much filler of any sort has the potential of cracking over the years. You start with very thin coats of filler forced hard into the surface. Technique becomes very important in this application and will be discussed in a future article devoted entirely to composite finishing. After application of the filler material our soon-to-be favorite activity of sanding begins. Hand sanding is preferred over machine sanding. Use of high quality sandpaper is also essential. There is also a new line of tools available for sanding manufactured by the Perma-Grit Company. Be aware that you may have to apply several layers of filler to get the desired final result.



Step Two — Priming Actually, priming a composite airplane usually consists of a small amount of filling. The filling step completes 90% of the needed surface preparation. The remainder is usually accomplished using a filler/ primer. Several primer/fillers are available on the market. Feather Coat, Feather Fill, and Smooth Prime are examples. The objective of a filler/primer is to fill small imperfections left from the major filler and to fill all pinholes. Filler/primers are usually sprayed on the surface. After about the second coat those dreaded pinholes (every composite builders' curse) appear. Several coats of filler/primer will be needed to fill



these pinholes. A new product that has just appeared on the market will actually fill pinholes. The name of that product is Smooth Prime. It is also a water based primer that is part of an entire water based composite finishing system called Flight Gloss. It is a Poly-Fiber product available t h r o u g h major s u p p l i e r s . Many filler/primers only bridge pinholes w h i c h means they reappear after each sanding. The actual primer designed for a specific topcoat paint will do little filling. A topcoat primer is defined as a coating that is used to ensure the subsurface does not deteriorate and to provide a base for the topcoat. In composite applications, this type primer is usually not necessary if a filler/primer has been used. Remember, most primers w i l l not protect resins from the UV rays of the sun and there are no corrosion issues with composites. If you are going to use a primer use the one recommended by the topcoat manufacturer. Concerning UV protection, the Flight Gloss composite finishing system has a step to block the UV radiation. The product name is Silver Shield and it contains mica that is a known blocker of UV rays. It is a water borne product that is sprayed on over the filler/primer and it will protect the epoxy resin.



certainly contributed to the overall development of composite technology. Composite airplanes arc sleek, efficient, lightweight and extremely strong. Building a composite airplane is a very rewarding experience. I would recommend the workshop presented by the EAA and SportAir on composite construction. This twoday course is available in various locations around the country. I want



to acknowledge the f o l l o w i n g SportAir instructors for their input to this article: Jeff Russell Acrocad, Inc., Greg Kress — Kress Precision Composites, and Jon Goldenbaum — PolyFiber, Inc. Other references include Basic Composites by Andrew Marshall, Composite Construction by Jack Lambie, and Understanding Aircraft Composite Construction by Zeke Smith. *



EAA/SportAir Workshop Schedule December 6-7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Griffin, GA January 16-17, 1998 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sebring, FL February 7-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Griffin, GA February 2 1 - 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chino, CA March 21 -22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Denton, TX April 4-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minneapolis, MN Information on these workshops can be obtained by calling 1-800/9675746 or contacting the website at www.sportair.com. The author can be emailed at [email protected]



Step Three — Final Topcoat The topcoat is one of your choice as long as it is light in color — usually white. There are a number of excellent topcoats on the market. Most of them are polyurethane paints and you need to be aware of the health hazards involved if you are spraying them. A forced air breathing system must be used such as the one manufactured by HobbyAir. Use the product as directed by the manufacturer. This concludes our discussion of composite aircraft building. I hope you will consider the pleasures and benefits to be derived in building a composite airplane. The choices available for composite airplanes are almost unlimited. Composite construction is the leading technology in the aviation industry today. Amateur-built aircraft designers have
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It is a part of the building process ... simple electrical system with min- ... craft design. .... PLUS Over 1600 Suppliers & Services: engine, props, materials, tools, ...
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do not understand that there are a num- ... a '98 catalog! For information, use SPORT AVIATION's Reader Service Card. SPORT AVIATION ... Most aircraft mechanics will take the necessary ... of Advisory Circular 43.13-1A should be used as a guide for .
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installation, aircraft screws, turnlock fas- teners and ... out in your plans or assembly instruc- tions. .... assembly manual. If not .... part of the rigging procedure you.
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ing color coats of dope adds a con- siderable amount of ... An essential book to anyone converting an auto .... superb control harmony. â€¢ excellent short field ...
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The cost of a professional aircraft paint job varies from ... paint, what paint to use, the paint- ing process itself, and ... percent) ends up as over spray, which drifts ...
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production airplane with a standard air- worthiness ... pable of safely handling the situation. An interesting ... aircraft service manual are closely fol- lowed.
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using too much of it can create prob- lems. ... and free of any release-agent wax ... "'Full enclosure - Flaps - All welding & machining complete - Brakes - .... 'The Best All-Metal Airplane A Person Can BuMd'. Mustang ... cards for download to PC.
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quality bolts are made from alloy steel, stainless or corrosion resistant steel, aluminum alloys and titanium. Within our industry the first two are the most common.










 








Aircraft Building: Metal Maladies 

Finding and repairing !his metal malady is essential dur- ... spect all metal tubing for damage and rust, and pay ..... bonding surface for most topcoat paints. Often ...










 








Aircraft Building: Plywood & Paste 

proof phenol-phenolic glue in combination with a ... resin glue has been widely used in aircraft construction ... the FAA now considers plastic resin glue obsolete ...
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but welding presents some challenges ... series on welding will involve a dis- cussion ... using the tungsten inert gas (TIG) ..... The machine should be set in AC,.
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marker beacon, GPS, ADF, and Loran, and where to locate them on your air- craft to get ... from the rest is that its most impor- tant part is the cable that connects it.
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